
COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS FAIR HOUSING

Competitive analysis when appropriate, potentially competitive projects are identified and analyzed in detail, including a
detailed look at floor plans, entry impact.

A smaller business might be better able to serve a segment than its larger competitor. Plus you may also get
advance warning about expansion plans, new markets they intend to enter, or changes in management. It is a
powerful tool to find your position, providing a visual representation identifying brand perceptions in your
marketplace. TDHCA reported in that the LIHTC program received a whopping pre-applications for tax
credits, a 55 percent spike from the Gentrification and White Preference in the Rhode Island Housing Market
words - 6 pages The loss of public housing and the expanse of the wealth gap throughout the state of Rhode
Island has been a rising issue between the critics and supporters of gentrification, in both urban areas such as
Providence and wealthy areas such as the island of Newport, among other examples. The more meaningful the
attribute is to your customers, the more potential market share. Here is a simple process you can follow to
identify, analyze, and determine the strengths and weaknesses of your competition. Visit their locations. Thus,
the Five Forces is an ideal tool which can help companies to maintain their competitiveness with a higher
profitability. In addition to federal requirements, housing agencies also are subject to state Low Income
Housing Tax Credits Projects words - 7 pages the last 15 years, the demand for housing tax credits has
exceeded supply almost every year. What competitor weaknesses can you exploit? The Competitive Analysis
section helps you answer the "Against who? It helps remove some of the fog in your competitive marketplace
and presents a clearer picture. What will you do if competitors drop out of the marketplace? Finally, put your
own brand, company, product or service where you think it best fits on the graph, including the size of the
circle to represent your market share relative to the competition. Have friends stop in or call to ask for
information. Profile Current Competitors First develop a basic profile of each of your current competitors.
What will you do if new competitors enter the marketplace? Online initiatives like online renewals and online
reservations enhances customer convenience and positions us as a cutting-edge supplier in a market largely
populated, especially in the cycling segment, by customers who tend to be early technology adapters. Price,
service, convenience, extensive inventory are all areas where you may be vulnerable. Do they focus on a
specific customer type, on serving the mass market, or on a particular niche? How will they respond when you
enter the market? Being the bigger fish in a smaller pond might be better than being the small fish in a big
pond. You might be surprised by what you can learn about your business by evaluating other businesses. Is it
available? Once you identify your main competitors, answer these questions about each one. Are competing
businesses growing or scaling back their operations? How will you react to and overcome new challenges?
What will you do to take advantage of the opportunity? Competitive analysis can be incredibly complicated
and time-consuming Positioning gap The resulting positioning map allows you to visualize your brand versus
competitors based on a two-attribute matrix. It's a useful tool to find your position. What competitor strengths
will you need to overcome to be successful? If the characteristics were the same throughout then areas with
better water quality would increase in housing prices. The last quadrant, not-so-healthy and not-so-tasty, might
be unoccupied. And, even if you do not ever plan to seek financing or bring in investors, you absolutely must
know your competition. The decision by the U. Later, when we add new equipment sales to our operation, we
will face competition from online retailers. On the other hand, they offer inferior-quality equipment and their
location is significantly less convenient. To compete in such a brutally competitive environment, marketers
must strategically plan their positions to give their products or services the greatest advantage to win. While
most of the information you find will be anecdotal and based on the opinion of just a few people, you may at
least get a sense of how some consumers perceive your competition. However, sellers of new equipment do
indirectly compete with our business since a customer who buys equipment no longer needs to rent equipment.
The question that comes into the mind is if such laws are effective or not? The resulting perceptual map might
be a revelation.


